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PROGRAPH INTERNATIONAL INC., a
Nova Scotia corporation; Prograph,
Inc., a California corporation; Pictorius
Incorporated, a Nova Scotia corporation;
Philip Cox; and Paul Davies, Petitioners,
v.
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C. Jud(Je HoUand's Deci3ion in United
States v. M cCu./l,(yugh
[4] Breen next argues that the reasoning
used by Judge Holland in United States v.
McCullnugh, F91-4J122-3-CR (HRH) (D.
Alaska Dec. 26, 1995), should apply in this
case. Docket No. 1169. In McCu./l,(yugh,
Judge Holland essentially finds that once a
retroactive amendment to the Sentencing
Guidelines is passed, the defendant is entitled to a resentencing, without regard to the
~pact the amended guideline has on the
original sentencing. I respectfully disagree.
In my view, resentencing is only required if
the guideline that was amended initially impacted the sentence and the amendment
changes that impact. In the Ninth Circuit
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IV. CONCLUSION
When applying the Sentencing Guidelines,
the Court must be mindful of statutory minimum sentences. If a statutory minimum
sentence exists, the Court must defer to the
statutory minimum sentence. United States
v. Valente, 961 F.2d 133, 134 (9th Cir.1992);
USSC & G § 5G1.1(b). At his original sentencing, Breen was subject to a 6O-month
statutory mandatory minimum sentence.
This statutory mandatory minimum sentence
determined the sentence Breen received.
Had Amendment 516 been in effect in 1993,
it would not have changed Breen's sentence.
The safety valve provision is not to be applied retroactively and cannot be applied to
Breen under the circumstances. Unlike the
facts in Fagan and Garcia-Cruz-where the
court resentences the defendant on some independent ground other than the safety
valve provision, and then once resentencing
is granted, determines that all Sentencing
Guidelines should be applied-Breen is not
entitled to a resentence because Amendment
516 does not change his sentence. See Henry v. United States, 913 F .Supp. 334, 338
(M.D.Pa. Jan. 23, 1996) ("Since the Petitioner
is not entitled to a reduction, he is not entitled to a resentencing.") Breen's motion for
resentencing at Docket No. 1149 is therefore
DENIED.

R

cation of the new guideline." fd. at 431
(citing United States v. DiTrwo, 28 F.3d 240
(1st Cir.l994); United States v. Mueller, 27
F.3d 494, 495-97 (10th Cir.l994); and United
states v. Boo~ 25 F.3d 52, 53 (lst Cir.1994),
and noting that two other circuits have
reached the same conclusion); accord United
states v. Mena, 863 F.2d 1522, 1536 (11th
Cir.l989) (defendant could not be sentenced
to less than the mandatory minimum sentence even though a retroactive amendment
provided for mitigation of the mandatory
minimum sentence).
The Sentencing Guidelines specifically list
the goidelines that must be applied retroaclively. USSC & G § 1B1.10. If the Court
disregards the Sentencing Commission's detmnination and applies other amendments
retroactively, it makes the Sentencing Commission's determination of retroactivity
meaningless. Section lB1.10 does not list
USSC & G § 5C1.2 as a provision to be given
retroactive application, and the Court should
Dot construe the Sentencing Guidelines in a
ner inconsistent with the policy statements issued by the Sentencing Commission.
S" 18 U.S.C. § 3533(c)(2). As a consequence, the safety valve provision cannot be
used to provide the Court with a basis for
jurisdiction to resentence Breen when
Amendment 516 does not, by itself, affect the
length of his sentence.
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cases cited, the amendment is irrelevant to
the defendant's original sentence and resentencing is therefore not required by the
amendment.

Ralph BARHYDT, Respondent.
No. C-9&-0641 WHO.
United States District Court,
N.D. California.
May 31, 1996.
After former employee filed state court
action against employer and others arising

United States
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whether agreement provides for arbitratioo
in territory of signatory of Convention; (3)
whether agreement arises out of legal relationship, whether contractual or no~ which io
considered as commercial; and (4) whether I
party to agreement is not an American citi7.en, or whether the commercial relationship
has some reasonable relation with one or
more foreign states. Convention on the Re<.
ognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, Art. II, 9 U.S.C.A. § 201 DOt..
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from termination, employer and others filed
action against employee in which they moved
to compel employee to arbitrate all disputes
arising from termination of employment, for
preliminary injunction enjoining employee
from litigating claims pending arbitration,
and to exclude case from normal case management procedures. The District Court,
Orrick, J ., held that: (1) arbitration agreement was legally effective pursuant to United
Nations Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards;
(2) employee's claims for breach of written
contract, bad-faith breach of contract, intentional infliction of emotional distress, fraudulently inducing him to relocate and sign final
version of employment contract, fraudulent
conveyance of assets, and breach of fiduciary
duty fell within scope of arbitration agreement; (3) two of employer's alleged illrectors, employer's subaidiary, and employer's alleged de facto successor in interest
would be required to participate in arbitration; (4) defendants in state court action who
had not joined in motion to compel arbitration would not be compelled to participate in
arbitration; (5) employee would be preliminarily enjoined from pursuing state court
claim; and (6) employee's action would be
exempted from normal case management
procedures and mscovery procedures.
Motions granted.
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1. Arbitration ~ .2
Treaties <'.:=>8
United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards imposes mandatory duty on
courts of contracting state to recognize and
enforce agreement to arbitrate. Convention
on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, Art. II, § 3, 9 U.S.C.A.
§ 201 note.
2. Arbitration <'.:=>23.13
Treaties <'.:=>8
When asked to enforce agreement under
United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards, court performs very limited inquiry
to decide: (1) whether there is agreement in
writing to arbitrate subject of dispute; (2)

3. Arbitration ¢'o23_13

Treaties <'.:=>8
If the four questions asked by court in
determining whether to enforce agreement
under United Nations Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards are answered affirmatively,
court is required to order arbitration, unI...
court finds agreement to be null and void,
inoperative, or incapable of being performed.
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, Art. II, 9
U.S.C.A. § 201 note.
4. Arbitration <'.:=>32.5

Treaties <'.:=>8
Arbitration agreement provided for arbitrstion in United States, for purposes of determining whether agreement should be .nforced under United Nations Convention on
the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards; although agreement did
not expressly identify forum for arbitrstion,
parties stipulated to arbitration in United
States. Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.
Art. II,9 U.S.C.A. § 201 note.
5. Commerce <'.:=>80.5

Treaties ¢'o8
Section of United Nations Convention on
the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards providing for enforceability
of written arbitration provision in contract
United involving
States commerce
evidencing transaction
applies to all contracts
that
could
Page 2 ofCongress
10
regulate under full sweep of its comme....,
clause powers. U.S.C.A. Const.Art. I, § S.
cl. 3; 9 U.s.C.A. § 2.
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Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, Art. II,
§ 3, 9 U.S.G.A. § 201 note.

8. Arbitration <1;;>1.2
Strong federal policy in favor of arbitration applies with special force in field of
international commerce.
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13. Arbitration <1;;>7.5
Former employee's claim against former
employer for breach of fiduciary duty fell
within scope of agreement providing for arbitration of any dispute or difference between
parties in connection with employment agreement; although claim was based on employee's status as shareholder, claim alleged that
employee was creditor of employer by virtue
of employment agreement, and was thus entitled to bring claim for fraudulent convey-

ance.

14. Arbitration <1;;>1.1, 7.3

Arbitration is matter of contract, and
party cannot be required to submit to arbitration any dispute which he or she has not
agreed so to submit.
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10. Arbitration <1;;>7.5
Former employee's claims against former employer for fraudulently inducing him
to relocate and to sign final version of employment contract fell within scope of agreement providing for arbitration of any dispute
or difference between parties in connection
with employment contract.
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9. Arbitration <1;;>7.5
Former employee's claims against former employer for breach of Written contract,
bad faith breach of contract, and intentional
infliction of emotional distress fell within
scope of agreement providing for arbitration
of any dispute or difference between parties
in connection with employment contract;
claims stemmed from employee's alleged
wrongful termination.

agreement.

VE

fraud, mistake, duress, and waiver, that can
be applied neutrally on international scale.

12. Arbitration <1;;>7.5
Former employee's cIairn against former
employer for fraudulent conveyance of assets
from employer to another corporation fell
within scope of agreement providing for arbitration of any dispute or difference between
parties in connection with employment contract; although claim was based On employee's status as shareholder, cIairn expressly
alleged that second corporation was successor-in-interest or assignee of employer, and
was thus liable for obligations of employment
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7. Arbitration ""'6.2
Treaties <1;;>8
Language of United Nations Cnnvention
on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, referring parties to
arbitration unless agreement is "null and
void, inoperative or incapable of being performed," is to be interpreted narrowly to
encompass only those situations, such as

11. Arbitration <3=>7.5
Glaim of fraudulent inducement to enter
into contract that happens to contain arbitration clause is required to be referred to
arbitration.

KC

6. Commerce e->80.5
Treaties e->8
Contract involving United States citizen
working in United States for foreign corporation involved interstate or foreign commerce,
and arbitration agreement contained in contract thus arose out of legal relationship considered commercial within meaning of United
Nations Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, for
purposes of determining whether arbitration
agreement should be enforced under Convention. U.S.G.A. CnnsLArt 1, § 8, cl. 3; 9
U.s.G.A. § 2.

15. Arbitration ~7.3
Employer's alleged directors would be
required to participate in arbitration of employment contract, pursuant to arbitration
agreement between employer and employee,
where employee expressly alleged that directors took acts that made them liable for
employer's alleged breach of employment
agreement.
16. Arbitration <1;;>7.3
Employer's subsidiary would be required to participate in arbitration of employment contract, pursuant to arbitration

United States
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and others in state court pending arbitratioa
of claims pursuant to arbitration agreemen~
employer and others would lose all benefill
of arbitration clause if they would be ....
quired to simultaneously litigate action in
state court.
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agreement between employer and employee;
employee's allegations against subsidiary
could not differ substantially from his allegations against employer, since he made no
particular allegations against subsidiary.
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17. Arbitration <$=>7.3
Employer's alleged de facto successor in
interest would be required to participate in
arbitration of employment contract, pursuant
to arbitration agreement between employer
and employee; employee sought to hold sue·
cessor jointly liable for breach of employ·
ment contract.
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18. Arbitration <$=>23
Nonsignatory successors and alleged alter egos are entitled to compel arbitration
under clauses signed by corporations whose
liabilities they are alleged to have assumed.
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19. Arbitration <$=>7.3
District court would not compel those
parties who were defendants in employee's
state court action arising from termination,
and who had not joined in action before
district court by employer and others to compel arbitration, to participate in arbitration of
employment contract pursuant to arbitration
agreement between employer and employee;
court would not order defendants to arbitrate
dispute that they did not wish to arbitrate,
and that they had not previously agreed to
arbitrate.

20. Arbitration <$=>7
Court cannot expand parties' agreement
to arbitrate in order to achieve greater efficiency.

21. Arbitration <$=>7.2
Federal Arbitration Act requires piecemeal resolution when necessary to give effect
to arbitration agreement. 9 U.S.C.A. § 1 et
seq.
22. Arbitration <$=>7.2
Arbitration agreement must be enforced
notwithstanding presence of other persons
who are parties to underlying dispute but not
to arbitration agreement.
23. Injunction <$=>26(5)
Employee would be preliminarily en-

24. Pretrial Procedure <$=>24

Employee's action against employer and
others arising from termination would be
exempted from normal case management
procedures and discovery procedures, upon
isauance of preliminary injunction prohibiting
employee from pursuing claim against em·
ployer and others in state court pending
arbitration of claims pursuant to arbitration
agreement; employee's alleged need for discovery in order to develop evidence to prove
claims was not extraordinary circumstance
that would permit discovery in aid of arbitra·
tion, and employee accepted risk of obtaining
less discovery than would be available in
court when employee accepted arbitration
clause.

Jan T. Chilton, Kristine H. Kim, Severson
& Werson, San Francisco, CA, for Petitioners.
Stephen A Fraser, Stephen A. Fraser
Law Offices, Sausalito, CA, for Respondent.
OPINION AND ORDER
ORRICK, District Judge.
In this action, petitioners Prograph Inter·
national Inc. ("PIT"), Prograph, Inc., Pictorius Incorporated ("Pictorius"), Philip Cox,
and Paul Davies move (1) to compel respon·
dent Ralph Barhydt ("Barhydt") to arbitrare
all disputes arising from the termination of
Barhydt's employment by PIT, (2) for a preliminary injunction enjoining Barhydt from
litigating his claims against them pending arStates of any
bitration and the United
Court's confirmation
arbitration award,Page
and (3)4 of
to 10
exclude this
case from the Court's normal case management procedures. For the reasons hereinafter set forth, the Court grants all of petition-
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(iii) If the mediator fails to resolve the
dispute within ODe day, the matter will

II.
A.

Petitioners contend that the arbitratioD
agreement is enforceable by this Cnurt pursuant to article II of the United Nations
Cnnvention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards ("CoDvention"). The parties have stipulated that I'll
is a Canadian corporation and Barhydt is a
citizen of the United States, residing in California. Article II provides:
I. Each Contracting State shall recognize an agreement in writing under which
the parties undertake to submit to arbitration all or any differences which have aris-

W
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Petitioners filed suit in this Court on February 20, 1996. They seek an order (1)
compelling Barhydt to arbitrate all claims
against them in the Marin Action; (2) enjoining Barhydt from litigating those claims in
the Marin Action against petitioners pending
arbitration and confirmation of any arbitra-
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be referred to arbitration.
(Cox Decl., Ex. A at 16.)
On September 8, 1995, Barhydt filed a
complaint in the Superior Cnurt for the
County of Marin, Case No. 163347 ("Marin
Action"), against PH and the other petitioners in this action, as well as against other
efendants. (Kim Decl., Exs. B and C.) Barhydt alleges causes of action for breach of a
written contract, bad faith breach of an employment agreement, demand for an accounting, fraudulent conveyance, breach of a fiduciary duty, intentional inflictiOD of emotional
distress, fraud, and deceit. Barhydt alleges,
inter alia, that PH terminated him without
cause on March 12, 1994, and breached the
employment contract by failing to pay him
approxintately $350,000 in severance pay, as
required by paragraph 11.01(b)(i) of the employment agreement. Barhydt also separately alleges that defendants in the Marin
Action breached their fiduciary duty to the
shareholders of PH by failing to disclose
their separate financial dealings through Pictorius, in which they allegedly engaged for
personal profit at the expense of PH shareholders. Barhydt also alleges that assets
were fraudulently conveyed from I'll to Pictorius.
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16.01 Dispute Resolution
(a) MediatioD
(i) Any dispute or difference between
the parties in connection with this
agreement shall be referred to non
binding mediation ... .

TI

part:

The parties have stipulated to arbitration
of Barhydt's claims against petitioners, with
a one-day mediation preceding arbitration.
(See Stipulated Order Compelling Arbitration
("Stipulated Order"), filed simultaneously
with this Opinion.) The parties have also
stipulated to certain discovery, which is to
take place after the mediation and prior to
the arbitration. Ud.) Barhydt, however,
also argues that (1) all parties to the state
court action should be included in the arbitration, and (2) that Barhydt should receive
the beDefits of the discovery provisions of
this Court and, therefore, the case should not
be exempted from case management procedures. In the interest of completeness, the
Cnurt issues this Opinion and Order addressing all issues brought before the Court by
petitioners.
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and discovery procedures.
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tion clauses.

tion award by this Court; and (3) exempting
this case from the usual case management
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I.
On or about January 6, 1994, Barhydt and
PH entered into a written employment
agreement containing arbitration and media-

en or which may arise between them in

respect of a defined legal relationship,
whether contractual or not, concerning a
subject matter capable of settlement by
arbitration.
2. The term "agreement in writing"
shall include an arbitral clause in a contract or an arbitration agreement, signed
by the parties or contained in an exchange

of letters or telegrams.
3. The court of a Contracting State,
when seized of an action in a matter in

United States
Page 5 of 10
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Convention, art. II, attached to 9 U.S.C.
Canada and the
United States are listed as signatories of the
Convention. See ld. at 318-19.
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§ 201 (West Supp.l996).

Section 202 provides that: "An arbitration
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The arbitration agreement does not
expressly identify the forum for arbitration.
The Ninth Circuit, however, has affinned a
district court's decision to compel arbitration
in the United States under the Convention,
where an international arbitration clause did
not state the place at which arbitration was
to occur. Bauhinia Corp. v. China Nm'l
Mach. & Equip. Impqrt & Erpurt Corp., 819
F 2d 247, 250 (9th Cir.1987) ("In the absence
of a term specifying location, a district court
can only order arbitration in its district ....
[S]eetion 206 [of 9 U.S.C.] does not permit a
court to designate a foreign forum when the
agreement fails to designate a place.")
Moreover, the parties have stipulated to arbitration in California. Thus, this Court finds
that the arbitration agreement provides for
arbitration in the United States, a signatory
country of the Convention. 'iP)()' '!~

Contracting State to recognize and enforce
an agreement to arbitrate .... " Riley v.

Kingsley Underwriting Agencies, Ltd., 969
F.2d 953, 959 (10th Cir.l992). When asked
to enforce an agreement under the Convention, the Court performs a ''very limited inquiry" to decide the following four questions
(hereinafter referred to as the "Riley fac(1) Is there an agreement in writing to

arbitrate the subject of the dispute?
(2) Does the agreement provide for arbitration in the territory of the signatory
of the Convention?
(3) Does the agreement arise out of a legal
relationship whether contractual or not,
which is considered as commercial?
(4) Is a party to the agreement not an
American citizen, or does the commercial relationship have some reasonable

r

The parties have stipulated that there is a
written agreement to arbitrate. ,;rhe only
question is whether the ar~i tion agreement covers all of Barhydt' claims, and
whether it can be applied to
of the defendants in Barhydt's s~teourt action. The
Court will address the cope of the arbitration agreement later ' this Opinion.

legal relationship, whether contractual or
not, which is considered as commercial . . .
falls under the Convention." 9 U.S.C. § 202.
Section 203 provides that the district courts
shall have original jurisdiction of an action
falling under the Convention, without regard
to the amount in controversy. 9 U.S.C.
§ 203.

tors"):

'i

1.

agreement or arbitral award arising out of a

[1-3] Article II, § 3, of the Convention
"imposes a mandatory duty on the courts of a

.s-P' I X

omitted). The Court now examines the Ri-

ley factors.

TI
O

respect of which the parties have made an
agreement within the meaning of this article, shall, at the request of one of the
parties, refer the parties to arbitration,
unless it finds that the said agreement is
null and void, inoperative or incapable of
being performed.
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relation with one or more foreign states?

'/;< 1-1t/d.; Ledee v. Cemmiche Rayno. 684 F.2d
184, 186-87 (1st Cir.l982). "If these questions are answered in the affirmative, a court
is requ'ired to order arbitration" unless the
court finds the agreement to be null and
void, inoperative, or incapable of being performed. Riley, 969 F 2d at 959 (citation

[4]

&~ -~.>

3.
[5,6] Section 202 provides that legal relationships considered as "commercial" include
"a transaction, contract, or afJement described in seetion 2 of this TitlV.'1 Section 2
provides for enforceability of a written arbitration provision in "a contract evidencing a
transaction involving commerc.' 9 U.S.C.
§ 2. Section 2 applies to all contracts that
Congress could regulate under the full sweep
of its Commerce Clause powers. AUiedBruce Te-rminix Cos. v. Dobson, U.S .
- , - - - , 1 1 5 S.Ct. 834, 83!)...40, 130
L.Ed.2d 753 (1995). There can be no doubt
that the contract
between
PIland Barhydt,
United
States
involving employment
of
a
United
Page 6 of 10 States citizen working in this country for a foreign
corporation, involves interstate or foreign
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Keeping in mind the broad construction of
arbitration clauses in international agreements, the Court now decides whether all of
Barhydt's claims fall within the scope of the
arbitration clause.
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[8] The Court now turns to the scope of
the arbitration agreement. The strong federal policy in favor of arbitration applies
"with special force in the field of international commerce." Mitsubishi Molms Corp. v.
Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., 473 U.S. 614,
631, 105 S.Ct. 3346, 3356, 87 L.Ed.2d 444
(1985). The arbitration agreement provides
for arbitration of "(a]ny dispute or difference
between the parties in connection with this
agreement." (Cox Decl., Ex. A.) This Court
must decide whether all of the claims against
petitioners in the Marin Action fall within the
. . of the arbitration clause.
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[7] Having answered the questions in the
Riley factors in the affirmative, the Court,
pursuant to Article II, § 3 of the Convention
refers the parties to arbitration, "unless ...
the said agreement is null and void, inoperative or incapable of being perfonned." This
language is to be interpreted narrowly "to
encompass only those situations-such as
fraud, mistake, duress, and waiver-that can
be applied neutrally on an international
• ." Ledee, 684 F .2d at 187 (citation omiti'I!IIf. The parties have consented to arbitration. The Court finds that the arbitration
agreement is legally effective.
t;

In J.J. Ryan & Sons, Inc. v. Rhcrrw-Poulenc Textile, SA, 863 F.2d 315 (4th Cir.
1988), the Fourth Circuit examined language
very similar to that at issue here. There, the
arbitration clause provided for arbitration of
"[a)U disputes arising in connection with t he
present contruct." I d. at 321. The court
found that this arbitration clause in the parties' product distribution agreement was
broad enough to cover allegations of conspiracy to destroy one party's business. The
court noted that the arbitration clause language confonned to that recommended by
the International Chamber of Commerce,
and that it
must be construed to encompass a broad
scope of arbitrable issues. The recommended clause does not limit arbitration to
the literal interpretation or perfonnance of
the contract. It embraces every dispute
between the parties having a significant
relationship to the contract regardless of
the label attached to the dispute.

N

Scotia, and with its principal place of business there. The Court finds that this prong
of the test is clearly met.

O

The parties have stipulated that PII is a
Canadian corporation, incorporated in Nova

KC

4.

parties' antitrust claims against t he other be
sent to arbitration. Id. at 628-29, 105 S.Ct.
at 3354-65. The Court also stated that "insofar as the allegations underlying the statutory claims touch matters covered by the
[agreement), the Court of Appeals properly
resolved any doubts in favor of arbitrability."
Id. at 624 n. 13, 105 S.Ct. at 3352 n. 13
(citation omitted).

R

commerce. The parties have so stipulated.
ThUs, the Court finds that the arbitration
agreement arises out of a legal relationship
that is considered commercial within the
meaning of the Convention.

.N

'lllll'nMitsubish~ the clause at issue provided
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for arbitration of "[a]U disputes, controversies, or differences which may arise between
[the parties] out of or in relation to" the
parties' international agreement for the snIe
of vehicles. 473 U.S. at 617, 105 S.Ct. at
3349 (internal quotation marks omitted).
The Supreme Court held that this arbitration
clause was broad enough tu require that one

[9] Barhydt's first three claims-for
breach of written contract, bad faith breach
of contract, and intentional infliction of emotional distress-all stem from Barhydt's alleged wrongful termination, and are clearly
in connection with the employment agreement. The Court finds that these claims faU
squarely within the scope of the arbitration

clause, and are clearly arbitrable.
[10, 11] The same is true of Barhydt's
seventh and eighth claims for fraudulently
inducing him to move to California and to
sign the final version of the employment

United States
Page 7 of 10
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ployment agreement, must be ordered to '"
bitrate Barhydt's claims against PII.
The Ninth Circuit has held that, pursuar
to the strong federal policy favoring arbitr:

N
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agreement. Barhydt does not claim that he
was fraudulently induced into signing the
arbitration clause, but that he entered into
the employment agreement, as a whole, only
because PII and the other defendants concealed from him their intent to breach the
agreement and fire him as soon as possible.
(Kim Decl., Ex. B, Am.Compl. ,,63--66.) A
claim of fraudulent inducement to enter into
a contract that happens to contain an arbitration clause is required to be referred to
arbitration. Prima Paint Carp. v. Flood &
Conklin Mfg. Co., 388 U.S. 395, 403-M, 87
S.Ct. 1801, 1805-06, 18 L.Ed.2d 1270 (1967).
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tion, "nonsignatories of arbitration agret
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ments may be bound by the agreement UI
der ordinary contract and agency principles.
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[12, L3] The fourth, fifth, and sixth causes
of action are more problematic. These
causes of action allege derivative claims for
fraudulent conveyance of assets from PI! to
Pictorius, and for breach of fiduciary duty.
These claims are clearly based on Barhydt's
status as a shareholder of PII and, at first
glance, they would seem not to fall within the
scope of the arbitration agreement. The
fifth claim, however, expressly alleges that
Pictorius is the sllccessor-in-interest or as-

signee of PII and is, thus, liable for the
obligations of Barhydt's employment agreement. The sLxth claim alleges that Barhydt
is a creditor of PII by virtue of the employment agreement and is, therefore, entitled to
bring a claim for fraudulent conveyance.
These claims are thus intertwined with, and
in connection with, the employment agree-

ment. Moreover, Barhydt does not object to
these cluirns being sent to arbitration. Thus,
the Court finds that these cluirns will also be
arbitrated. The Court finds that all of
Barhydt's claims fall within the scope of the
arbitration agreement

C.
[14] The remaining issue before the
Court is to determine the parties that must
participate in the arbitration. "[Ajrbitration
is a matter of contract and a party cannot be
required to submit to arbitration any dispute
which he has not agreed so to submit."
United Steelwurkers v. Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 582, 80 S.Ct. 1347,
1353, 4 L.Ed.2d 1409 (1960). Obviously,
Barhydt and PII, the signatories of the em-

Letizia v. Prudential Bache SeCl<rities, Inc

802 F.2d 1185, 1187 (9th Cir.l986) (citation
omitted). In that case, the court affinne<
the district court's dismissal in favor of arbi
tration and rejected defendant's argument
that his claims against employees of the sig
natory of the arbitration agreement were no
arbitrable. Other courts have also held tha
a nonsignatory officer, agent or representa

tive of one of the parties to an arbitratior
agreement may compel the other party I<
arbitrate claims against him or her arisiJli
from or in connection with that agreement
See, e.g. Pritzker v. MerriU liynck, Pierc~
Fenner & Smith, Inc., 7 F.3d 1110, 1121-22
(3d Cir.1993) (citations omitted) ("Because a
principal is bound under the terms of a valid
arbitration clause, its agents, employees, and
representatives are also cove.red under the
terms of such agreements.").
[15] Petitioners Cox and Davies are identified in Barhydt's complaint as directors of
PI!. Barhydt expressly alleges that Cox and
Davies took acts that made them liable for
PII's alleged breach of the employment
agreement. (Kim Decl., Ex. B, Am.Compl.
" 27(c) and (0, 32, 35, 36.) Thus, the Court
finds that the arbitration will include Cox
and Davies.
[16] The Court now turns to petitioner
Prograph Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
PI!. Agency principles have been held to
permit nonsignatory corporations to compel
arbitration under arbitration clauses signed
by their corporate parents, subsidiaries, or
affiliates, at le.ast when the allegations
against the nonsignatory corporation do not
differ substantially from those against its
signatory affiliate. Pritzker, 7 F.3d at 1122Barhydt alleges no particular allegations
against Prograpb Inc., lumping it together
with the general allegations against all defenUnited
dants. Thus,
his States
allegations against Prograph Inc.Page
cannot8differ
of 10substantially from
his allegations against PII. The Court finds
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tJiat the arbitration will include Prograph
Inc.

shown that these parties are bound by any
contractual arbitration clause.

[17,18] The remaining petitioner is Pic-

[20, 21] The Court finds tbat the remaining defendants in Barhydt's state court action cannot be compelled to participate in the
arbitration against their wishes.

Notwithstanding the federal policy favoring it, "arbitration is a matter of contract and a party cannot be required to

submit to arbitration any dispute which he
has not agreed so to submit." United
Steelworkers v. Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 582, 80 S.Ct. 1347,
1353, 4 L.Ed.2d 1409 (1960). We cannot
expand the parties' agreement to arbitrate
in order to achieve greater efficiency. The
Federal Arbitration Act "requires piece-

Nova Scotia Numbered Company 2430985
is not a petitioner to the action before this

N
TI
O

effect to an arbitration agreement." Mo·
ses H. Cone M emariaJ. Hospital. v. Mercury Construction Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 20, 103
S.Ct. 927, 939, 74 L.Ed.2d 765 (1983).
Tracer Research Corp. v. N ationaJ. Envtl.
Servs. Co., 42 F.3d 1292, 1294 (9th Cir.1994).

KC

O

N

VE

The remaining parties in the state court
action were free to join in petitioners' motion
to compel arbitration. Presumably there is a
reason why those parties have not chosen to
do so. This court may not order them to
arbitrate a dispute that they do not now wish
to arbitrate, and that they bave not previously agreed to arbitr.te.

[22] The unfortunate result in this action
is that the two parts of Barhydt's action must
proceed separately. This Court has no discretion to order otherwise. The Convention
explicitly provides that when the Cnurt finds
an agreement to arbitrate within the meaning of the Cnnvention, the Court shall refer
the case to arbitration. Convention, Art. II,

EW

YO

[19] Barbydt argues that if arbitration is
00 proceed, all of the remaining parties to the
state action also should be requIred to participate. He cites no law in support of his
argument, but argues that it would be more
convenient to hear all of the claims among
the parties in one forum. The remaining
defendants in the state action are: Tbomas
Pietrzykowski, a director of PII; Gordon
Ball, a director of PII; Jeff Waltcher, a
director of PII; Coopers & Lybrand, Ltd.;
U. Haskell Crocker, a director of PII; Vimac; and Bruce Johnstone, an agent of Vimac. Barhydt alleges that all of these par!~
essential to resolving the issues
.
his lawsuit.

meal resolution when necessary to give

R

Court. Nonetheless, the parties have stipulated that the arbitration include all claims
between it and Barhydt. It is not clear from
the Stipulated Order that the signatories
have the authority to bind Nova Scotia NumberA;ompany 2430985. If the company
has 1I"0bjection to taking its claims to arbitration with petitioners and Barhydt, however, the Court has no objection either.

R
G

tonus. Barhydt alleges that Pictonus is the
'M facto successor in interest" to PII, and
PH's alter ego. (Kim Decl., Ex. B, Am.
Compl. n 2, 27(g).) Barhydt seeks to hold
Pictorius jointly liable for breach of the employment contract. (Id. at 12, 5.) Nonsignaoory successors and alleged alter egos are
entitled to compel arbitration under clauses
signed by the corporations whose liabilities
they are alleged to have assumed. Pri#er, 7
F.ad at 1122. The Cnurt finds that the arbitration will include Pictonus.
II(

N
.O

•

..

§ 3.

Moreover,

lfan

arbitration agreement

served with process, and have not been

arbitration with all petitioners in this action

shown to be subject to this Court's personal
jurisdiction. Moreover, Barhydt has not

and Barhydt, but not with the other defen-

W

W

W

.N

Petitioners respond that the Court cannot
order to arbitration individuals and corporations that have not been named as parties to
the action in this Court, that have not been

must be enforced notwithstanding the presence of other persons who are parties to the
underlying dispute but not to the arbitration
agreement." Moses H. Cone MemariaJ.
Hosp., 460 U.S. at 20, 103 S.Ct. at 939. The
Court finds that this action will proceed to

dants in Barhydt's state action unless those

United States
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being placed in that position when he aco.~
ed the arbitration clause in the Ag;reo!lllenl.~: I

III.
[23J Petitioners seek a preliminary injunction enjoining Barhydt from pursuing his
claims against them in state court pending
arbitration and the eventual confirmation by
this Court of any award entered in the arbitration. Barhydt does not argue against entry of an injunction.

Levin v. Ripple T'W"ist Mills, Inc., 411

R
G

parties so desire. I

F.Supp. 876, 88O-,g1 (E.D.Pa-1976).
The Court notes that the Stipulated Onler

N
.O

permits a limited amount of discovery to
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Because petitioners would be irreparably
harmed if Barhydt were pennitted to continue litigating these claims in state court while
the same claims are being arbitrated, this
Court grants petitioners' motion for a preliminary injunction. Petitioners would lose all
benefit of the arbitration clause if they were
required to simultaneously litigate this action
against petitioners in state court. Barhydt is
hereby enjoined from litigating his claims
against petitioners pending completion of the
arbitration, and affirmance by this Court of
any arbitration award.
IV.

[24J Petitioners request that this case be
exempted from the normal case management
procedures and discovery procedures. Petitioners argue that by referring this case to
arbitration, this Court's job is finished, at
least until confirmation of any arbitration
award.

talot

place prior to arbitration. The Court otherwise grants petitioners' motion to exclude
this case from the normal case managemeut
and discovery procedures.

v.
Accordingly,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:

1. Petitioners' motion to compel arbitntion is GRANTED. All claims in this actioa
against petitioners are referred to bindiD£
arbitration in accordance with the terms rt
the parties' Stipulated Order compelliog ar!JI.
tration, filed simultaneously with this ~
ion. The arbitration will not include II11
parties who have not expressly stated their
desire to arbitrate their disputes with Barhydt.

2. Petitioners' motion for preliminary injunction is GRANTED. Barhydt is hereby
enjoined from litigating his claims against
petitioners pending completion of arbitrati...
and the Court's confirmation of any arbibtion award.

Barhydt argues that he would be severely
prejudiced if he were prevented from taking
discovery. Discovery procedures, however,

are not available in arbitration proceedinga,
absent extraordinary circumstances, or an
express agreement between the parties to
pennit discovery. William W. Schwarzer, A
Wallace Tashima and James M. Wagstaffe,
California Pmctice Guide: Civil Procedure
Before Trial, § 16:115.4 (1996). Barhydt's
alleged need for discovery in order to develop evidence to prove his claims is not an
extraordinary circumstance that will permit
discovery in aid of arbitration. "Whatever
hardship may be caused to the plaintiff if he
obtains less discovery than would be avaIlable in this court, he accepted the risk of
I. The Court notes that petitioners and Barhydt
have stipulated that the remaining defendants in

3. Petitioners' motion to exclude this action from the Court's normal case management procedures is GRANTED.

o

i I(·~":-:H::::U";:;';:;"-::sm!:;;::"~
T

the state action may join the arbitration if they
wish .
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